Over the last three years, Sonya has been working as a curriculum consultant for the Provincial Organization of Continuing Education Directors
(PROCEDE), providing training sessions and developing teacher competencies on a renewed curriculum for Math, Sciences and Technology subjects.
Her main responsibilities consisted of designing and facilitating professional development activities that allow teachers to analyze course concepts,
apply lab techniques and practices the Ministry’s evaluation procedures. In recent months, she has also helped teachers sequence their courses on
a Learning Management System and provided on-line support related to virtual whiteboards and screencast software.
Over the course of the last 3 years, Sonya provided the teachers with training and information increasing the capacity of our teachers in AGE. She
insured the implementation of the DBE in all of our AGE centres. She communicated often with the ministry to inform them of our needs in AGE and
share the MEQ news with the network. In the last year of her mandate, she adapted all her training online with collaboration with RECIT and EPC.
Sonya became a known name at different level of expertise in AGE renewal implementation; be it a the Ministry level with Judith Davidson, or with
les Après-Cours FGA with Richard Coulombe, Sonya's expertise was recognized and sought after. She gave workshops in all school boards and work
in close collaboration with the RECIT team.
The success that Sonya had thus far experienced in the role of Curriculum Consultant stems from her attentive nature, strong interpersonal skills,
and knowledge of instructional software. She takes initiatives and has demonstrated exceptional organizational skills. She takes pride in building
strong relationship, she is highly professional, is hard working, solution-oriented, and proficient in time management.
Sonya is a soft spoken leader in education. She has proven to be patient with the teacher’s learner and her passion to provide accurate and authentic
resources to the teachers and for the students is observable in her daily intervention. Her mentorship and modeling approach make her very
approachable and reachable.
On behalf of Procede, thank you Sonya for your contribution in adult educational and vocational training and your dedication to make our sector
grow.
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